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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
++ 3 Things That Trump Just Did That Are Absolutely Confounding His
Supporters
#1 President Trump has just launched a global campaign to legalize
homosexuality in every nation on Earth.
1. God said it was a sin for a man to lie with another man as he
does a woman. Lev. 18:22, Rom. 1: 24, 26 & 27
2. The cities of Sodom and Gomorrah committed sinful acts of
homosexuality and God destroyed both cities by fire and

brimstone. Gen. 19:24 & 25, Isa. 13:19, Luke 17: 28 & 29
3. Because of the sin of homosexuality (Sodomy), God commanded the
sodomites to be put to death. Lev. 20:13
4. God blessed King Asa for obedience. "He took away the
sodomites (homosexuals) out of the land. " I Kings 15:12, God
also blessed King Josiah. "And he brake down the houses of the
sodomites." II Kings 23:7
Many are stunned that Trump has put the full power of the U.S. government behind an
all-out effort to legalize homosexuality worldwide. According to NBC News, this global
campaign will be spearheaded by U.S. Ambassador Richard Grenell…
The Trump administration is launching a global campaign to end the
criminalization of homosexuality in dozens of nations where it’s still illegal to be
gay, U.S. officials tell NBC News, a bid aimed in part at denouncing Iran over its human
rights record.
U.S. Ambassador to Germany Richard Grenell, the highest-profile openly gay person
in the Trump administration, is leading the effort, which kicks off Tuesday evening in
Berlin. The U.S. embassy is flying in LGBT activists from across Europe for a strategy
dinner to plan to push for decriminalization in places that still outlaw homosexuality —
mostly concentrated in the Middle East, Africa and the Caribbean.
Comment: This is where this is all leading: Gay & Trans Sex Ed To Be Taught to
FIVE-YEAR-OLDS in UK — Opting Out Is ILLEGAL
The UK Conservative government is set to announce plans for the introduction of
lessons on homosexuality and transgenderism for primary school students,
despite an official petition against the move, signed by over 100,000.
The Sunday Times reports that the new curriculum has been finalized after a sixmonth consultation with the Department of Education, and will be rolled out
across UK schools starting from the 2020-21 educational year.
It will be taught to pupils from the age of five, and it will be illegal for parents to
take their children out of the classroom for the lessons in secondary school,
meaning that at least a term’s worth of sex education classes – and likely far
more – will be attended by each student.
And this could be just the beginning of big things for Grenell, because he is reportedly
one of the top choices to become the next U.S. ambassador to the United Nations…
Prior to this, most conservative Christians in America had assumed that Trump
was on their side on these issues because of previous actions that he had
taken…
The Trump administration has been criticized by LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, and queer) activists in the U.S. for barring transgender volunteers
from serving in the U.S. military, and rescinding a policy from the previous
administration encouraging special accommodation for transgender students in
public schools.
But now Trump has made a major shift, and it will be very interesting to see how
conservative Christians respond to this news.
#2 It is being reported that President Trump was rushing to transfer “highly
sensitive U.S. nuclear technology to Saudi Arabia”.

Previously, it had been assumed that President Trump was against the spread of
nuclear technology among the radical Islamic regimes of the Middle East.
But now we are finding out that there apparently has been a major push “to build
nuclear power plants in Saudi Arabia”. The following comes from Zero Hedge…
The House Oversight committee now chaired by Democrat Elijah Cummings issued an
interim staff report after several whistleblowers came forward “to warn about efforts
inside the White House to rush the transfer of highly sensitive U.S. nuclear
technology to Saudi Arabia in potential violation of the Atomic Energy Act,”
spearheaded by Jared Kushner, according to a press release by the House Oversight
Committee.
The press release is in conjunction with the announcement of an investigation into
the allegations.
The plan, which reportedly involved former White House National Security Adviser
Michael Flynn, Kushner and Trump fundraiser Thomas Barrack, would see the
development of “dozens of nuclear power plants” in a “Middle East Marshall Plan”
through IP3 – a private US company which has “assembled a consortium of US
companies to build nuclear plants in Saudi Arabia.“
#3 President Trump is accusing Cuba of having troops in Venezuela as he
continues to pave the way for a potential war.
In 2016, many in the anti-war community voted for Trump because he promised to bring
our troops home and he pledged that the U.S. would not be the police of the world.
But now in 2019 he is moving us dangerously close to a war with Venezuela. For much
more on how we got to this point, please see my previous article entitled “‘All Options
Are Open’: Trump Threatens To Use The U.S. Military To Invade Venezuela”.
However, Trump is not just threatening Venezuela at this point. Now he is accusing
Cuba of having troops in the country, and he had some very strong words for them on
Tuesday. The following comes from Reuters…
Cuba denied on Tuesday it has security forces in Venezuela and charged the
statements were part of an orchestrated campaign of lies paving the way for
military intervention in the South American country.
U.S. President Donald Trump and members of the administration have charged that
Cuba’s security forces and military control Venezuela’s and that troops are also on the
ground there.
If the U.S. invades Venezuela, could it be possible that we will end up in a war with
Cuba at the same time?
Such a notion seemed impossible just a few short years ago, but our relations with
Cuba are the diplomatic equivalent of a dumpster fire in 2019.
And let us not forget that Russia also has troops in Venezuela. An invasion of
Venezuela could definitely spark a much wider war, and that is something that nobody
should want to see.
We live in very troubled times, and I have a feeling that they are about to become
much more troubled. Our world is beginning to spiral out of control, and the
decisions that Trump makes in the coming months will have monumental
consequences for all of us.

Trump Lies To Nation While Concealing Budget Bill That Encourages Child
Trafficking
On Friday, February 15, 2019, President Trump signed into law a secretive budget
bill that every American was denied time to read, understand, and react to. The
Amnesty faction won this time so we can count on them doing this again. Every
concept of fairness, due process, public participation in government, and
consent of the governed was violated by this terrible tactic. They rushed the
budget deal bill (View) into law quickly because they knew most Americans would
have opposed it and fought against it.
The DC insiders who got this budget deal Amnesty for illegals into law (found In
Section 224a) did this as a test run strategy and now have a plan to do his again
to pass what Trump called for last Friday, as "a larger immigration reform bill"
AMNESTY.
Those of us fighting Amnesty for many years know that every immigration reform
bill over the last 15 years has contained Amnesty, voting rights, and benefits for
more than 10 million illegal aliens.
President Trump lied to the nation by falsely claiming his administration stopped
multiple illegal alien caravans, when in truth, he let them into the USA. Speaking
for 40 minutes, he never mentioning he just signed the dastardly and secretive
budget bill which incentivizes illegal immigration and child trafficking.
Trump just signed into a law a bill that 99% of Americans know nothing about
which contains Amnesty for millions of illegals, incentives for child trafficking, an
expansion of Trump's deadly catch and release policies, less detention space for
illegals, reductions of interior immigration law enforcement, new buildings and
buses to bring more illegals into the US, raising of legal immigration levels, a
measly 1.3 billion for border fences, and severe restrictions on where border
barriers can be built.
The vast majority of
Trump's voters oppose
the measures the
immigration policies he
just secretively signed
into law.
Trump lied without
challenge from the media
when he claimed they were
stopping caravan illegals
from entering America,
when in truth Trump is
letting the caravans in,
which inspires larger
caravans to form. (View
documentation 1) .. (View
Documentation 2)
This fits into the pattern of many false promises and statements emanating from
Donald Trump and the White House on immigration issues.

At this time, the Trump administration is continuing the costly and deadly Catch and
Release program by which illegals are simply given tickets to appear at future court
dates in the jurisdiction of their choosing. It should be no shock to anyone that the vast
majority never show up in court, are not tracked or locatable, and are never deported
after being handed such a worthless ticket.
There are reports that illegal aliens are now starting to complain about how long
it takes our Border Patrol to pick them up from the point where the drug
traffickers drop them off. Illegal aliens look forward to being "apprehended" by
US Border Patrol because, within a few days, they will be clean, dressed in clean
clothes, fed, medicated, and transported inland in air-conditioned taxpayerfunded DHS buses (under President Trump's control) to be dropped off at
invasion supporting churches in Phoenix, AZ, and San Diego, CA.
If you don't want to believe this because you heard President Trump promise these
illegals would not be allowed into America, we have news reports from Phoenix and San
Diego that prove it.
While Trump and the Mexican officials did briefly stall the caravans in Mexico (to
prevent the optics of them tearing through our border patrol checkpoints and
triumphantly marching into conquered America), Breitbart News started reporting on
November 14, 2018, that Mexican federal police started escorting these caravan
illegal aliens to our border for processing. The reports indicated that 60-100
illegal aliens per day were being processed into the USA.
Then came the videos from outraged patriots on the ground-Videos filmed by Patriots Movement AZ
Friday Jan 25, 2019
DHS buses dropping hundreds more illegal aliens into our city (CLICK TO VIEW)
Jan 5, 2019
More Dept of Homeland Security buses dropping off hundreds of illegal border
hoppers who screamed asylum and have been released in our community while
they wait years to be denied asylum. (CLICK TO VIEW)
Trump wore a Democrat blue tie and paraded Angel Families who have lost loved
ones to illegal immigration crimes after signing a bill that will increase both illegal
immigration and the number of Americans killed by illegals.
Trump obfuscated and talked about trade agreements, law enforcement, the
border, and his plan to declare a state of emergency for more than 40 minutes
(View Video), but never admitted to the national audience that he signed the
budget bill that a majority of his supporters despise.
"I know without a doubt that President Trump is a liar, he is deceptive, and
intentionally manipulating his supporters to lead them to their own doom through
Amnesty for millions of illegal aliens. Trump is a Judas Goat!" said William
Gheen, President of ALIPAC. "It is clear to me that Trump is not the man he
campaigns to be and he is complicit in passing a major policy bill in a disgusting
way that prevented 99% of Americans from learning what is in the bill until after
he made it a law, just like Obamacare. In truth, Trump shares Obama's tactics and
immigration positions. The American patriots who see through Trump's lies and
those who are upset by his signature on the Amnesty budget bill today are the
Americans we want to represent and give voice to at ALIPAC."

ALIPAC is launching a new effort to reach out to Angel Moms and provide them
with information proving that Trump lies and is using the families of victims of
illegal aliens to promote a globalist and open-borders agenda while pretending to
be a nationalist.
Trump successfully used the Angel Families to convey that he has their support
on his actions today, which includes the budget bill filled with Amnesty and
benefits for the very illegal aliens that slaughtered their loved ones.
Perhaps Trump's past experience as an actor in professional wrestling matches
prepared him for the grand deception he is pulling on tens of millions of
American who deeply oppose illegal immigration and Amnesty.
It is truly ironic that Americans elected Trump because he claimed he opposed
open borders and Amnesty for illegal aliens. Trump lied when he promised all
illegals including DACA Amnesty recipients had to go home.
ALIPAC is now tracking 11 broken campaign promises by Trump on immigration
issues. (View List) See:
At this time the broken promises list includes:
-- Trump reversed his campaign position of reducing legal immigration levels and
now supports rasing legal immigration levels according to his State of the Union
Speech of Feb 5, 2019.
-- Trump promised caravan illegals could not come into USA. (Caravan illegals
allowed to enter.)
-- Trump promised a border wall. (No Wall. No wall yet as of Feb 2019))
-- Trump promised to end DACA Amnesty on his first day. (Trump continues
DACA.)
-- Trump promised to oppose Amnesty. (Trump endorses Amnesty legislation and
has deployed his son-in-law Jared Kushner to cut a deal with Democrats to give
Amnesty to millions of illegals.)
-- Trump promised Executive Order to end birthright citizenship. (No Order.)
-- Trump promised illegals would go home. (Trump now supports Amnesty via HR
4760.)
-- Trump promised DHS would clean up elections fraud. (No Action.)
-- Trump promised to end Sanctuary Cities. (No Action.)
-- Trump promised to end catch and release of illegals. (Catch and release
continues.)
ALIPAC activists are being asked to circulate this information and contact Trump's
White House (202-456-1414) to demand "No Amnesty for Wall Funds deals!" and to
pressure members of Congress to oppose any and all legislation that contains Amnesty
for illegal aliens.
The word is that the Angel Families begged Trump not to sign this Amnesty filled budget
bill, which will lead to more Americans losing loved ones to illegal immigration as they
have, and while Trump did delay signing the bill until after the Rose Garden press
conference the Angel Moms attended, he signed it later that afternoon.
So here are three facts we know are true-1. Trump signed the budget bill despite being asked not to by the families who
have lost loved ones to illegal aliens.
2. Trump lied during the press conference about the illegal alien caravans that his

administration is letting into the USA despite the fact our laws say he doesn't
have to. . (View info and videos of caravan illegals being let in HERE)
3. Trump signed a document into law knowing that every American had been
deprived of a chance to know what was in the bill before he signed.
Now he wants to move on to larger immigration reform Amnesty deals with the
open-borders Democrats and RINOs.
More Democrats voted for the budget bill than Republicans, and Republicans
were much more divided against the bill. So at this moment, by the official
numbers of votes in DC, Trump is signing legislation that is more Democrat than
Republican. He is representing Democrats more than Republicans by signing that
budget bill crafted by his lifelong Democrat son-in-law Jared Kushner.
The elites like Jared Kushner, who won an Amnesty for illegals and unskilled
labor visa doubling in the budget deal bill, are planning their next round.
NumbersUSA has issued an email alert on this topic (View) and this Feb 20 McClatchy
article (View HERE) states: --"Jared Kushner privately working on reshaping legal
immigration," McClatchy, February 20, 2019, 5:00 p.m.: "[There's] a new paradigm
in the White House. It's a shift away from priorities of 2017 that sought to prevent
the influx of foreign workers who could displace American workers in favor of a
new approach preferred by more traditional Republicans, particularly those close
to the corporate sector who are desperate to attract more foreign workers to fill
U.S. factories and tech hubs.
It's a different White House than it was a year ago, said a senior administration
official."
ALIPAC has a strategy to deploy as we fight to stop this next secretive and effective
push for more Amnesty and immigration.
+2+ Trump States: "I Want 5G, Or Even 6G, Tech In The US As Soon As Possible"
Thursday, February 21, 2019 9:59
Thu, 02/21/2019 – 09:20
President Trump has finally hit upon the real issue at the center of the US
government’s battle with Huawei: It’s all about the technology. Huawei
Technologies Co., Ltd. is a gigantic Chinese multinational telecommunications
equipment and consumer electronics manufacturer, headquartered in Shenzhen.
To wit, one reason why US allies and the UK and Germany have been so hesitant
to cut ties with the Chinese telecoms giant is that, as its founder pointed out in a
recent interview with Western media, there is no real alternative. US telecoms like
Verizon still lag their Chinese rivals when it comes to 5G.
So, in a series of tweets sent Thursday morning, President Trump exclaimed that
“I want 5G, and even 6G, technology in the United States as soon as possible. It
is far more powerful, faster, and smarter than the current standard. American
companies must step up their efforts, or get left behind. There is no reason that
we should be lagging behind on…”
— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) February 21, 2019
http://beforeitsnews.com/v3/alternative/2019/3665244.html
Breaking Developments: Trump Is Destroying the United States

Play to 14:32 & then 15:52 to 19:26: https://youtu.be/Plf6s-Xoem0
Rick Wiles Insider Tip: Trump cuts Deal with Swamp Deep State Devils
Christian news broadcaster Rick Wiles has some amazing news to report and we
should all be listening closely to this message. Because if it is true and it pans out the
way he is suggesting then Trump has cut a deal with the Swamp Deep State Devils.
Yes that is Correct, the Great Pretender has now assumed a New Role. Since the
Death of Daddy Bush (the son-in-law of Alaister Crowley the Black Magician), his role
as the Grand Wizard and Warlock has been empty.
And guess who just filled that role with this Dirty Deal to Kill all the Indictments and
any Hope of Prosecution of the Deep State. Yes that is Correct, the Great Pretender
has now assumed the vacant role of the Grand Wizard and Warlock of DC.
What New Insight Did Rick Wiles Receive Concerning the New World Order,
President Trump, & the Bush?
Play: https://youtu.be/aKb1b8VYa_E
The FBI Fake Collusion pretend investigation on false premises suddenly vanishes and
everything Dirty gets swept under the Carpet of DC the Den of Criminals and Black
becomes White as everything gets WhiteWashed for the MAGA folks who will
celebrate even when they are being completely betrayed.
The Witches and the Warlocks/Wizards have crowned a New King & his name is
Donald Trump.
All of that goes out the window and Trump in return gets a Second Term – once
again Selected not Elected by the Military Industrial Luciferian Complex.
Has the New World Order Been Transitioned to the Trump Administration?
Play: https://youtu.be/j6b2GKbehAg?t=964
The 7 major takeaways of this rapidly evolving state of affairs regarding Trumps
betrayal
• Q and QAnon are LARPs who have posted massive amounts of hope porn
regarding thousands of fictitious sealed indictments. They don’t exist, and they
never did. “The PLAN” was never real and only a figment of someone’s fertile
imagination WITH A VERY SERIOUS AGENDA. The Qs are really working for one
of the clandestine crime syndicates that currently backs Trump.
• With AG William Barr in place there will be no prosecutions of the Clintons, the
Bushes, the Obamas or any other crime family including the Rothschilds and
Rockefellers. Even career criminal George Soros will skate. The nomination of
Barr just 2 days after the funeral reflects the likelihood that the truce offer was
immediately accepted by both sides and that Barr would enforce the nonprosecution agreement as Attorney General.
• The swamp inside the Beltway will NOT be drained — not even a little —
because any prosecutions would make vulnerable the various crime families.
Convictions could lead to the exposure of the Khazarian Mafia and Black
Nobility that really run the whole show as they have since the Federal Reserve
Act of 1913 and before.
• The foreign policy of the Trump administration has been completely taken over
by warmongering Neocon Zionists. They have been given free rein to execute

regime changes in Venezuela, Nicaragua, El Salvador and even Cuba. They will
also target Iran and continue to occupy Iraq. Syria is also still in their crosshairs
for another day…after other “shock and awe” military conquests have been
successful.
• Trump’s foreign policy is no longer under his control. Neither are his major
domestic policy decisions. He will appear to press on with the border wall,
replacing Obamacare, protecting the Second Amendment, and outlawing abortion
as a contraceptive, but these initiatives will only be given lip service henceforth.
None of them will be accomplished during the remainder of his term in office.
See: Trump was even unable to stop infanticide being legalized
• It’s also quite likely that Donald Trump will NOT run again for office as part of
the deal. At this point, most of the crime syndicates that really run the world do
not want him as POTUS, except to usher the USA through a highly controlled
bankruptcy. This will be his primary task should the power elite crash the stock
market again and then pull the plug on the global economy.
Conclusion
Trump has been completely taken over by forces that are way too powerful for
any one individual to take on.
The current composition of his cabinet clearly indicates that his major campaign
promises will not be fulfilled. The number of Neocon warmongers alone is
enough to start World War III. A war cabinet was quite purposefully constituted
to advance the fascist side of the New World Order agenda.
This is also why the President is zealously promoting not only the extremely
dangerous 5G roll-out, but also a future 6G paradigm. Israel is still stuck on 3G
because Tel Aviv acknowledges the inherent health dangers and risks; yet Trump
is pushing a completely untested 5G model. See 5G ROLL-OUT CATASTROPHE:
An Open Letter to President Donald J. Trump
There is no defeating Deep State except by the sheer force of people power and
real threat of violence against the 1%. The Shadow Government has had the
planet in lockdown for centuries so how can one man possibly bring down such a
deep and wide power structure, especially when most of it operates completely
under the radar.
State of the Nation
February 23, 2019
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=117414

